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1  Some of the writing we have done separately, in turn, has involved critical evaluations of one another’s 
prior work. For example, Nyholm (2020) and Danaher (2019) have critically engaged with one another’s 
views on the possibility of romantic or other meaningful relationships with robots; and Nyholm (2015a-b), 
Danaher (2013) and Earp (in Earp, Savulescu & Sandberg 2016 and Earp and Savulescu 2020) have critically 





















































































































































































































































































































































































3 Two of us have discussed the issue of outward behaviour versus inner states in much greater detail 
elsewhere. For a defense of the possibility of meaningful relationships between humans and robots 
in terms of what one of us calls “ethical behaviourism,” see Danaher (2019 and 2020). For critical 
discussion of the possibility of meaningful human-robot relationships, see Nyholm and Frank (2017) 















































4 For example, one of us has discussed whether there might be a case in favour of banning sex robots that 



























































































5 Many thanks to Natasha McKeever for her very useful feedback. Nyholm’s work on this chapter 
is part of the research program “Ethics of Socially Disruptive Technologies”, which is funded 
through the Gravitation program of the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture, and Science and the 
Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO grant number 024.004.031). 
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